The present study of the kinetics of the inhibition of K transport in glycosidepoisoned human red cells has been undertaken in an effort to throw more light on the detailed mechanism by which K enters the normal cell. In 1953, Schatzmann (1) reported that cardiac glycosides inhibitied in a marked manner the uptake of K at 37°C. by red cells which had been depleted of intracelluiar K by cold storage. Since then Schatzmann's studies have been confirmed and extended by Joyce and Weatherall (2), Glynn (3), and Kahn and Acheson (4). The specific aspects of the problem that have been explored in the present study are: the development of the necessary kinetic treatment to cover the behavior of a heterogeneous three compartment system that is not in the steady state; the provision of a theory to account for the quantitative relationship between glycoside concentration and its effect on K transport; and a comparison of the glycoside--red cell dissociation constants with the mean lethal dose of the glycoside in the cat.
(Received for publication, April 26, 1956) The present study of the kinetics of the inhibition of K transport in glycosidepoisoned human red cells has been undertaken in an effort to throw more light on the detailed mechanism by which K enters the normal cell. In 1953, Schatzmann (1) reported that cardiac glycosides inhibitied in a marked manner the uptake of K at 37°C. by red cells which had been depleted of intracelluiar K by cold storage. Since then Schatzmann's studies have been confirmed and extended by Joyce and Weatherall (2), Glynn (3) , and Kahn and Acheson (4) . The specific aspects of the problem that have been explored in the present study are: the development of the necessary kinetic treatment to cover the behavior of a heterogeneous three compartment system that is not in the steady state; the provision of a theory to account for the quantitative relationship between glycoside concentration and its effect on K transport; and a comparison of the glycoside--red cell dissociation constants with the mean lethal dose of the glycoside in the cat.
Experimental Method
The experiments on K influx into the red cell were carried out with fresh heparinized whole human blood incubated at 37°C. with K ~ using the methods previously described in detail (5) . A small a~mount of isotonic K a C1 is added to the blood at the beginning of the experiment, and samples of plasma are taken for assay at hourly (or more frequent) intervals over the 4 to 5 hour course of the experiment. In a typical experiment, four aliquots of blood are incubated simultaneously, one serving as control, and each of the other three containing a different concentration of the same drug. In addition to the radioactive determinations in each plasma sample, plasma K was determined at the beginning, middle, and end of the experiment. Whole blood K, glucose, pH, and hemolysis were measured at the beginning and end of the experiment. In general, pH did not shift by more than 0.15 unit during the course of the experiment, and hemolysis was less than 0.3 per cent (maximum hemolysis 0.5 per cent).
Radioactivity measurements were made in a scintillation counter, and the counts were corrected for decay in the usual fashion. The other analyses were carried out using the techniques previously described in detail (5) .
We are indebted to Dr. Otto Krayer, Dr. K. K. Chen, Sandoz Chemical Works, Inc., and Burroughs, Wellcome and Company for generous supplies of the drugs used. Ouabain was dissolved in isotonic saline in all experiments subsequent to M-4 (June 9, 1954); prior to that time, it was dissolved in water. The other drugs were dissolved in 95 per cent ethanol, since they are not sufficiently soluble in water. The same amount of solvent was added to the control as to the vessels containing the drug: in the case of ouabain up to 1 ml. of solvent to 40 ml. of blood; in the case of the other drugs, less than 0.1 ml. of solvent to 40 ml. of blood (because of the marked effect of ethanol on K flux (6)). 
Theoretical Model System for Potassium Transport
The results of previous experiments on K influx and effiux, as analyzed on an analogue computer, have been shown by Solomon and Gold (7) to lead to the choice of a three compartment symmetrical system as the simplest model that could be used to fit the data. As shown in Fig. 1 , the extracellular phase was taken as constituting one compartment, P. The other two compartments, Q and R, were cellular, and it was suggested that the smaller which constitutes about 5 per cent of the total cellular K might be contained in or near the membrane, or might arise as the result of an inhomogeneous red cell population, while the larger comprising 95 per cent of the cellular K was contained within the cellular envelope. The fluxes were chosen so that the influx equalled the effiux across each interface, that is k, = k_, for all values of n. It was, however, pointed out that an asymmetrical system in which this relation did not obtain would be adaptable to the unidirectional transport of a single ion. Further experience with the computer has indicated that an asymmetrical three compartment system, is, indeed, more compatible with the experimental data, and such a system has been adopted as the model system for the present experiments.
The defining equations for the present system are:
in which-p,-q, andr represent the specific activities (relative counts per minute/ millimols K) in compartments P, Q, and R respectively, a, b, and c represent the K content (millimols/liter blood) 1 in compartments P, Q, and R respectively. The k's represent the fluxes (millimols/liter blood hour) between the various compartments as indicated in Fig. 1 . The assumptions inherent in compartmental analysis of tracer experiments have previously been discussed in detail (8) and are considered to apply to the present treatment.
In the steady state, a, b, and c are constants and the following relation exists among the k's:
kl -k_l ffi h -k_3
If we make the assumption that escape from the deep intracellular compartment, R, to the extracellular one, P, is a passive process, a further relationship can be adduced between k~ and k_3. This assumption is in agreement with the suggestion made by Tosteson (9) that there is a passive route for K escape from the red cell. Ussing (10) has shown that the ratio between influx and efflux through a passive canal is given by an equation of the following type:
in which [K] , and [K]v represent the K concentration in millimols/liter water in compartments R and P respectively, z, the charge on the K ion, is equal to 1; F, is the Faraday; R, the gas constant; and T, the absolute temperature.
(~b, -~b~) is the potential difference across the cellular membrane which has been calculated to be -9.9 my. (5) . Equation 3 has been derived from the one given by Ussing by making the assumption that the activity coefficient inside the cell equals that outside, and by substituting our symbols for his. (11) , the ratio k~/k_3 = 18.0. It has proved possible to devise a model system subject to the restrictions above whose performance on the analogue computer fits the experimental data for influx and effiux at least as well as the system previously given. SubIn the present study, the term blood will be used in a generic sense for a suspension of cells in medium, although the medium may consist of pla~a~a, dilute solutions of plasma, or buffer.
INttIBITION OF POTASSIUM TRANSPORT IN ERYTHROCYTES
ject to the restraint that the k3 canal be passive, it utilizes four independent adjustable constants, namely the b/(b "-b c) ratio, kx, k2, and k3. This increase of one constant over the number previously required for the symmetrical system provides increased flexibility, since it makes possible the uphill transport of K into the cell.
The following procedure was used in fitting the experimental data with the analogue computer:
The experimentally determined value of a was used. Since b and e are not experimentally separable, the individual values were taken as:
All the k's except k~ and k_~ were set in accordance with the values given in Table I , which represent those giving the best fit on the computer. The process of obtaining 
1.50
1.00 0.54 0.03 the best computer fit is necessarily a subjective one. It involves setting all the constants by trial and error until that combination is found which gives the best fit for experiments of influx and efltux, under all experimental conditions. Each experiment was fitted individually, by adjustment of kl and k-1 subject to the constraint in the steady state:
kl -k-1 = 0.50 (m~/liter blood hour)
The numerical value of this constraint arises from the value chosen for k-8, which is the uphill passive flux, and the requirement that k3/k._, = 18.0. k-3 cannot be large, since if it were the passive downhill leak would overcome the ability of the cell to pump K uphill. A value of 0.03 m~t/liter blood hour for k--z appeared to give the best fit to the data.
In practice all the values on the computer except kl and k-1 were set initially. The experimental curves were printed on a 3.25 × 4 inch lantern slide, which was then damped in front of the computer oscilloscope screen. After adjustment of the oscilloscope so that the axes coincided, the x and y amplification factors were adjusted to provide the correct time scale and a relative specific activity of 0.95 to 1.0 at t = 0. Then kl and k_l were adjusted by eye, subject to the constraint above, to produce the best fit to the data over the rest of the experimental period. Fig. 2 shows the fluxes and compartment sizes used in the fit for a typical case. It will be noted that the difference between k, and k-1 is greater than 0.50 rn~/liter blood hour. This is a consequence of the slight gain in cellular K usually observed under normal conditions (6) , The details of the calculation will be discussed below at the close of the section on non-steady state kinetics.
An example of the fit of the present asymmetric system to a wide variety of experimental conditions can be given by its application to the efflux of K 4. from ceils previously incubated for 2 hours with a large amount of K 4~ and then resuspended in fresh non-radioactive buffer solutions. In one case the cells were washed, and in the other they were not. The full experimental de- tails, together with figures showing the computer fit to this data on the basis of a symmetrical three compartment system have been given by Solomon and Gold (7, Figs. 5 and 6) . The fit of the present asymmetric model system to this old data is shown in Fig. 3 . This fit is somewhat better than that previously obtained.
The approximately steady state conditions used to obtain the results given in Figs. 2 and 3 no longer obtain when one of the cardiac glycosides is used since the K concentration in the plasma rises rapidly under these conditions. Typically, in the course of one of our 4 or 5 hour experiments, the K concentration in the plasma doubles, rising in an essentially linear fashion, so that a, the K content in compartment P, may be expressed as follows:--a ffi a0(1 -4-"1¢0 (4) in which a0 represents the initial value of a; 3', the fractional rate (in hours) at which a increases; and t, time. The concomitant loss from the cells of 4 to 5 mM K/liter cells over the course of the experiment is more difficult to treat theoretically. If the loss comes from the large intracellular compartment R, it would amount to only about 5 per cent of the K content, and hence can be FIG. 3. Fit of analogue computer curves to experimental data for efltux of K .2 from normal human red cells following 2 hour preincubation, The circles represent experimental data, and the curves are drawn from photographs of the oscilloscope screen of the computer. The upper curve was normalized at the 2 hour point. The lower curve was translated by 0.6 hour, so that the relative specific activity coincided with that observed at 0 time. This corresponds to a correction for the radioactivity lost from the Q compartment during the washing procedure. The translated curve was then normalized to a relative specific activity of 0.99 at 7 hours. It can be seen that the fit obtained in both cases is satisfactory.
neglected. Thus c can be treated as a constant. However, if the loss comes from the small compartment, Q, it would represent a large percentage change, so that b would have to be treated as a variable. In view of our inability to measure the K content of these two compartments separately, the question cannot now be resolved. Consequently, no compensation has been made for the loss of K from the cellular compartments and b has also been treated as a constant. If it turns out, as is not unlikely, that the loss does come from Q, values for the flux from this compartment under the influence of cardiac glycosides will have to be materially revised.
When a changes with time according to Equation 4 , Equation 1 a becomes:
Since b and c are treated as constants, Equations 1 b and 1 c do not have to be modified. With the addition of a divider to the normal array of computing elements, it becomes possible to use the analogue computer to solve the modified equations. The procedure already given in detail need be revised only by setting the value of ~, into the computer in two places and altering the constraint on ki -k-1 as follows:--
It has previously been shown (9) that under normal conditions of incubation the cells show a slight rise in K concentration. This is equivalent to a negative value for ~ which has been set into the computer when it appeared to be significant. When ouabain is used at a concentration of 10 -q'~ M/liter blood, the plasma gains K at a rate of 0.5 mx~/liter blood hour and q, is positive.
The computer fit to the data under these conditions, as shown in Fig. 4 , is seen to be relatively good. The difference between the theoretical curve and the experimental data at zero time is characteristic.
Experimental Results

Effect of Cardiac Glycosides on K Influx.-
Six experiments were carried out to study the effect of ouabain on K influx at concentrations varying from 10 -4 to 10 --1° ~/liter blood. The results of these experiments were interpreted on the analogue computer and are presented in Table II . Fig. 5 shows the experimental data for the fall in plasma relative specific activity in a typical ouabain experiment. Eight experiments were carried out on the effects of other cardiac glycosides on K influx. The results of these experiments, as interpreted by the analogue computer, are given in Table III .
Effect of Cardiac Glycosides on Glucose Consumption.-
Glucose consumption has been measured in almost all the experiments. The mean glucose consumption in thirteen control determinations is 1.56 -4-0.39 m~/liter cell hour. In measurements of glucose consumption with varying concentrations of glycosides, the mean glucose consumption in thirtynine determinations is found to equal 1.53 4-0.24 n~/liter cell hour, a figure which does not differ from the consumption of the control cells. This conclusion is in agreement with the initial finding of Schatzmann (1), who measured lactate production by cells and found no measurable effect of glycoside on this process. Glynn (3) has compared the effects of glucose deprivation and digoxin poisoning on both Na and K fluxes. From his studies, he has concluded that digoxin does not uncouple the energy supply, but acts instead directly on the carrier mechanism. DISCUSSION 
Kinetic Hypothesis of Glycoside Action.-
Before proceeding to an interpretation of the results that have been obtained, it is necessary to present a kinetic hypothesis by which the data may be examined. Since the cardiac glycosides affect K flux without producing any apparent alteration in glucose metabolism or energy coupling, the kinetic scheme has been set up on the basis of competition of glycoside and K for a site on the cell surface (or for a K carrier, limited in amount). A simple kinetic scheme may be constructed on the basis of the following two reactions:
in which [K]~ refers to the plasma K concentration, expressed in units of M/liter blood, [G] refers to plasma glycoside concentration in the same units, and [S] refers to the first hypothetical reactant that is of importance in the entrance of K into the cell, in the same units. The initial S has been chosen to stand for site, so that KS represents the K, site complex which must be formed before K is handed over for onward transport. Alternatively KS may represent the union of K with a carrier which is present in limited amount on the surface or in the membrane phase. The exact identity of KS, though a matter of the utmost moment in unraveling the intimate details of K kinetics, is unimportant for the solution of the kinetic equations; it is only necessary that it exist and that S be limited in amount. These reservations are meant to apply to the further discussion of S, though S will, for convenience, be referred to hereafter as a site. In the earlier stages of the present study, it appeared essential for the glycoside to react with more than one molecule of S in order to fit the experimental data with an expression derived from Equations 7 and 8. As the experimental data accrued, however, this requirement no longer held, and it was possible to obtain a satisfactory fit of theory to experiment on the basis of a 1:1 relationship between glycoside and S. Nonetheless, the kinetics will be developed on the basis of Equation 8,  in which the subscript t refers to total amount. The equilibrium constants, Kk and Ka, are given by:
[KSI = K, (11) [K], [S] [V&] = Ka (12) [GI[SI-
For Equation 11 to be valid, it is necessary to assume that the reaction for onward transfer of K from KS be slow compared with the back reaction, the dissociation of KS into K v and S. This assumption is consistent with the relative independence of K transport and plasma K concentration and the equations that have previously been derived to describe the relationship between these quantities (5, 6). Let us define the constants a and 3 as follows:--
in which the subscript 0 refers to the absence of glycosides, kl.0 is the flux of K from P to Q in the control measurements, and kl the P to Q flux in the presence of glycosides. 
and in the presence of glycoside:
substituting 17 in 11 we obtain:
substituting 17 and 18 in 9 and rearranging, we obtain:
substituting 19 in 10 and rearranging, we obtain:
and substituting 18, 19, and 20 in 12 and rearranging, we obtain:
[a], --
+.
(21)
Ko[S],'~-ln ot '~ n
letting n = 1, and eliminating fl by the use of 14, this reduces to:
Kaa This treatment is completely analogous to that given by Goldstein (12) for inhibition of enzyme reactions. The first term on the right represents the free glycoside, and the second term represents the glycoside complexed with S.
Equation 22 has been derived on the assumption that ouabain completely inhibits K influx. However, an examination of the figures in column 7 of Table  II reveals that in no case has complete inhibition been obtained, and that about 20 per cent of the influx is independent of the drug. Consequently in fitting the data to Equation 22, a has been normalized to a' according to the following equation:
The values of a are given as kJkl, o in the last column of Table If . Apparently individual bloods vary considerably in the exact fraction of influx that may be inhibited by the drug; this is reflected by the negative values of (x' obtained in some experiments. Substitution of a' in Equation 22 leads to:
This equation has been used to derive the theoretical curve shown in Fig. 6 which relates the values of a' to ouabain concentration. It can be seen that the theory fits the data in a satisfactory way. The conclusion that the system is saturated with ouabain at concentrations of 10 -~ m/liter blood may be confirmed from an examination of Table III is 0.551, Kk is equal to 860 liters blood/M. Using this value and the observed mean plasma K concentration in the same experiments, 2.71 X 10 -3 z/liter blood, the association constant, Ka, may be evaluated as 5.91 X 10 v liters blood/M. Although this value may not be compared directly with the results of Kahn and Acheson (4) who measured the ouabain inhibition of K uptake by human red cells that had previously been cold stored, it is possible to compare the present figure for the ouahain concentration required to reduce a' to 0.5 with their "pI6o". The agreement between these values is very good, since they obtain 50 per cent inhibition with a concentration of 6.8 X 10 -s x/liter blood, which is to be compared with a concentration of 5.6 × 10 -s M/liter blood required to reduce a' to 0.5 in the present study.
Since Equation 24 seems to offer satisfactory agreement between experiment and theory with respect to the action of increasing concentrations of glycoside on K influx, it should be possible to extend the treatment to a prediction of net K loss under the influence of glycosides. In the normal cell:
in which the subscript (0) refers to fluxes in the absence of glycoside. A similar equation may be written for the fluxes under the influence of glycoside, in which case the subscript (g) is used. Let us next assume that the glycosides have no effect on K effiux, so that K efliux¢0) --K efltux(o). This assumption has not been tested in the present study, since efltux experiments in a three compartment system are particularly difficult of interpretation. However, Glynn (3) is of the opinion that the glycoside, digoxin, also exerts an influence on K efltux reducing it by about 25 per cent. If, for simplicity, this effect is neglected, we may write:
Let us call the expression on the left hand side of the equality sign A net K loss. As already pointed out, K influx in the presence and absence of glycoside may be obtained from Equations 16 and 17, since it must be proportional to [KS] . Rewriting Equation 27 we obtain:
and similarly:
Now, substituting 30 and 31 in 29 we may write:
Since [Kip is approximately constant for the ouahain experiments, A net K loss should be proportional to (1 -a).
The relationship between (1 --a)/a and [G], is given by Equation 22
, neglecting the second term. The coefficient relating these two terms, (1 -k I~[K]~)/KG, has already been evaluated from the curve shown in Fig. 6 . Thus [G], may be calculated for any value of (1 --ee). The final step necessary to obtain the curve relating A net K loss to [G]t, as shown in Fig. 7 , was the determination of the proportionality constant relating A net K loss to (1 --a)
I N H I B I T I O N O F P O T A S S I U M T R A N S P O R T I N E R Y T H R O C Y T E S in Equation 32
. This constant was chosen in order to provide the best visual fit of the curve to the experimental data, which is obtained, with considerable uncertainty, when A net K loss equals 1.33 raM/liter cell hour at a ouabain concentration of 10 -4 M/liter blood. A A net K loss of 1.33 mM/liter cell hour under conditions of maximal inhibition corresponds to 63 per cent inhibition, since the normal K influx at these plasma K concentrations is 2.1 rnM/liter cell hour (6) . This is appreciably less than the figure of 80 per cent inhibition obtained from the kinetic data; the difference may possibly be ascribed to the effect of the glycoside on K effiux observed by Glynn (3) . Nonetheless, it is heartening to observe that kinetic predictions based on computer data agree relatively well with directly measured cellular K losses.
Characteristics of Normal Cell Derived from Inhibition Studies.-
The concentration of binding sites on the cell surface, [S]t, cannot be obtained directly from Equation 24 since the term involving [S], can be neglected. However, an estimate of its maximum value may be obtained from the value of [Sit required to displace the curve in Fig. 6 by an amount large enough to obtain a demonstrably worse fit to the data. This procedure leads to an esti-mate that [S]t -<_ 10-7 M/liter blood which on the basis of a red cell population of 5 X 106 cells/mm, s blood is equivalent to 1.2 X 1@ sites per cell. Accepting Ponder's figure of 167 #9 for red cell surface area (13) , the population is 72 sites//% ~, which is the approximate equivalent of 1 site/106 A 2, a rather sparse population indeed.
We can also use the maximum estimate of 
Using the values of vp, Kk and [Sit given above, we may calculate that e _-> 1.2 X 104, or that each KS site passes a K atom along somewhat more fre: quently than 10,000 times an hour. predicts that increases in plasma K concentration will decrease the effective glycoside inhibition. This prediction has been tested experimentally in a qualitative fashion, and the results are given in Table IV . It will be seen that an increase in plasma K concentration from 4.02 to 13.6 mM K/liter plasma results in doubling the K influx when the cell has been treated with ouabain at a concentration of 10 -6 M/liter blood. Quantitative correlation of this increase with that predicted by Equation 24 is not possible, since we do not know either the exact relationship between a and a' for this experiment, nor do we have a theoretical expression which predicts the dependence of the drug-insensitive influx on plasma K concentration.
A similar competition between K and the action of cardiac glycosides has been discussed by Lown and Levine (14) who have summarized observations that certain effects of digitalis on the heart in man and experimental animals may be diminished by the administration of K. These observations suggest that the mechanism of action of these drugs on the heart may be similar in some respects to their action on red cells.
Glycoside Removal by Washing Cells.-
Two experiments were carried out to measure the ease of removal of the drug from the cell by washing. Since these experiments were of necessity carried out at a period when the K specific activity was lower than normal, it was necessary to increase the plasma K concentration to provide enough K 4~ to count. The blood was incubated for 1 hour with the drug, washed three times with buffer (Table I , reference 7), and then incubated with K ~ in the usual fashion. The results given in Table V show that under these conditions ouabain is only removed from the cell surface with great difficulty, whereas digitoxigenin is removed with ease. This result is in agreement with the suggestion of Straub (15) Table V is much less than that expected from an examination of Fig. 6 may be fairly ascribed to the high K concentration in Experiment W-1.
As has been discussed, the association between glycoside and red cell can be described in terms of the association constant, Ko, which, for ouabain, has the value, 59.1 X l0 s liters blood/M. It will be shown in the succeeding section that the value of Ka for digitoxigenin is more than ten times smaller than that for ouabain, namely, 4.11 X 10 e liters blood/~. Thus it is to be expected that ouabain will be much more difficult to remove from the cell by washing than digitoxigenin.
Comparison of Cardiac Glycoside Effect on Red Cell K Transport with Mean Lethal Dose in Cats.-
In addition to ouabain, the effect of eight other glycosides on red cell K transport has been examined. For this purpose, the glycosides were used in uniform concentrations of 10 -5, 10 -e, and 10 -7 M/liter blood. For each glyco-side a dose response curve has been drawn, based on the values of kl obtained from the computer. The ratio a has been normalized to a' according to Equation 23. This involves the assumption that the fraction of the influx unaffected by ouabain is constant, which as we have seen is only approximately correct, and which will lead to errors that increase as a approaches 0. Ko is determined by the use of Equation 24 (neglecting the second term) from the value of [G]t when a~ = 0.5. The inhibition in one exceptional case, that of digoxin, was so marked that no observations were made with a' as large as 0.5, and Ko was determined from the value of [G]~ for a' = 0.3. The values of all nine association constants, Ko, are summarized in Table VI , together with the values of the dissociation constant, (Ko) -~, and the mean lethal dose of these same glycosides for cats as determined by Chen (16) , and converted to units Fig. 8 . It will be noted from Table VI that only three glycosides are out of order in the stepwise progression from greatest to least effectiveness; digoxin, digoxigenin, and lanatoside B. From Table III , it can be noted that a for digoxin at a concentration of 10 -s M/liter blood is 0.15, and that consequently a' has a negative value. Since this drug is also so effective that the determination of Ko was made for a r ---0.3 instead of 0.5, the discrepancy between Chen's figures and the present one for digoxin may be ascribed to errors inherent in the kinetic analysis.
On the other hand the differences in the cases of digoxigenin and lanatoside B are so large that they must be real. We might tentatively suggest that in the case of digoxigenin, a detoxification mechanism exists in the whole animal that is absent in the red cell, for the effectiveness of digoxin and lanatoside C (which both contain digoxigenin as aglycone) attests to the fact that the aglycone, with the proper combination of sugar and acetate groups, can have a considerable effect on the cat. Since these latter two drugs are also effective in the red cell, the diminished sensitivity of the cat to digoxigenin suggests that in the whole animal a protective mechanism exists that is much less effective when the aglycone is coupled to its sugar. One function of the sugar moiety appears to be that of holding the aglycone firmly to the cell surface as has been previously pointed out in connection with our washing experiments, so a bound glycoside might well be much more resistant to detoxification than one floating freely in solution. The existence of a detoxification The relationship between the effect of eight cardiac glycosides on the cat, as evidenced by the mean lethal dose, and the dissociation constant between the glycosides and sites on the human red cell. The points are derived from experimental data, and the curve has been drawn by eye. The point for lanatoside B is not included in the graph, since it would be a great distance off the scale. mechanism may be inferred from the experiments of Okita et al. (17) who have shown a continued excretion of both digitoxin and its metabolic products following the administration of C I* digitoxin to man.
In the case of lanatoside B, the considerable effectiveness of the glycoside is apparent from the experiments in the cat. However, it is by far the least active glycoside tested on the red cell. The difference between the two is far outside of experimental error and is at present unexplained.
The most striking conclusion that may be drawn from this comparison has to do with the similarities rather than the differences between the red cell in man, and the heart in the cat. It appears clear that the events leading to the death of the cat are accompanied by a serious derangement in the cation control mechanism, although whether this is a primary cause or a secondary result is not yet apparent. Secondly, since with two exceptions glycoside effectiveness in cats is proportional to the interference with red cell cation transport, it appears probable that the cation transport mechanisms operate in a similar fashion. Thus we might hope to find that the essential details of the cation transport mechanism in red cells would be not unlike those in heart muscle, and that the molecule or molecules most directly responsible would be similar in character. 
Effect of Corticosteroids on K Influx.-
The molecular specificity of the K transport system may well be illustrated by comparison of the results already given for the glycosides with those obtained with corticosteroids. Streeten and Solomon (6) have already shown that the effect of 17-hydroxycorticosterone on K influx is slight. In the present study, experiments in the same dose range have been carried out with fluorohydrocortisone and electrocortin, ~ kindly provided by The Squibb Institute for Medical Research and the Ciba Pharmaceutical Company. The results obtained with these latter two drugs in the dose range of 10 -7 to 10-5 M/liter were calculated on the basis of a two compartment system as used for 17-hydroxycorticosterone. They are given in Table VII , together with the results of one of the earlier experiments with 17-hydroxycorticosterone. It will be seen that no effects are apparent with either fluorohydrocortisone or electrocortin, and that the effect is real but small with 17-hydroxycorticosterone.
Since these drugs are similar in structure to the glycosides, it appears that the cation transport mechanism is very specific with respect to the molecular structure of its inhibitors. It seems probable that both the characteristic lactone ring of the glycosides and the exact nature of the other functional groups attached to the steroid nucleus play a part in determining the effectiveness of the inhibition. Glynn (3) and Kahn and Acheson (4) have come to a similar conclusion from their studies of lactones and other compounds with related structures.
Conclusions with Respect to the Mechanism of Cation Transport in Red Cells.--
Certain conclusions can be drawn from the present results which help to illuminate the problem of red cell cation transport. First the present model system supposes an active transport of K into the cells, and a passive route for K escape. This is in agreement with the hypothesis advanced by Tosteson (9) , and is a simplification of the earlier hypothesis put forward by Solomon (5), which had included an additional active process for the effiux of K from the cell. The need for active effiux was based on the observed apparent activation energy for K efflux of 12,300 cals./mol, a value compatible with the activation energy of chemical reactions, and much greater than that found for free diffusion in water solution. However, as pointed out by Maizels (18) and Tosteson (9) , high activation energies are found in certain chemical systems involving the penetration of lipide barriers by diffusion. As a consequence, the requirement that the outward transport be active has been dropped.
The present system also has more modest energy requirements than those of the earlier hypothesis. The energy required may be calculated in a typical case from the passive K effiux, which is 0.54 mM K/liter blood hour, as shown in Fig. 2 . It is assumed that the cell is in the steady state, and is neither gaining nor losing K, and that all reactions are reversible, except for the passive K effiux, which is assumed to be irreversible. It has been shown (5) that the net free energy required for the inward transport of 1 mol of K into the red ceils at 37°C. is 1644 calories. Since it is only necessary to replace the energy lost by the irreversible process, 0.89 calory/liter blood hour (or 1.96 calories/ liter cell hour) is required to move 0.54 m• of K from plasma into the cell. The free energy available from glucose consumption in the red cell has been calculated by Bernstein (19) to be 28 calories/liter cell hour at 37°C. Thus on the basis of the assumptions given above only 7 per cent of the energy available from the glucose consumption is required for K transport?
The observation that 20 per cent of the K influx is unaffected by glycosides, of whatever concentration, implies that there are two separate processes of s The figure previously given by Solomon (5) for the energy available from glucose consumption was in error because of neglect of white cell glucose consumption, and the use of an erroneous figure for free energy available from glycolysis.
K influx, a concept that has not yet been introduced into the present working hypothesis. However, the hypothesis already embraces a great many assumptions that have not yet been put to experimental test. These assumptions should be firmly established before incorporating a process that only involves 20 per cent of the reactants into a definitive reaction scheme. Nonetheless, any final set of reactions which is to account for K entrance into the red cell must include an explanation for the fact that 20 per cent of the K influx is independent of the action of glycosides.
Certain conclusions emerge from our investigation of the action of the glycosides on red cell K transport. First, it is possible to account for the action of the glycosides on K transport on the basis of competition of glycoside and K for a substrate which is limited in amount, possibly a site on the cell surface. Second, the kinetics of this competition permit an estimate of the maximum number of sites, or substrate molecules, per cell and of the number of times each site passes its K onward for transmission into the cell. The affinity of the glycoside for the site has been expressed in terms of an association constant, and such constants have been determined for nine glycosides and aglycones. From the relationship of these constants to the mean lethal glycoside dose for the cat it appears that the action of the drug on red cells is in many respects similar to its action on the heart of the living animal.
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